Liquid Love Never Remains
Zygmunt Bauman, a brilliant analyst of our times, talks about a ‘liquid society’ where nothing
remains in place steadily, everything changes capriciously. Unfortunately, this trend affects marriage
also. These are bad times for faithfulness and life-long love. There is a ‘liquid love’, a light, fragile,
superficial kind of love. It is fleeting as an emotion, adaptable as liquid. Surely, this sort of love
sustains nothing and eventually disintegrates a relationship.
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Introduction:
These are bad times for faithfulness and life-long love. Today, relationships tend to be
ephemeral; the very idea of love seems increasingly diluted in an atmosphere of
hedonism, in which the first priority is ‘to feel good and be happy.’
One main reason is often used to justify the split of a relationship:
-“I do not love him/her anymore”: The myth of the loss of the loving feeling “

Three arguments will help us see the weakness of this misconception.
I.

Being in love is much more than “the bliss from the beginning”
A. We cannot reduce being in love to a mere emotion, especially to the original
emotion, “what I used to feel at the beginning of the relationship”.
B. Being in love is much more than feeling a certain “chemistry” from the
beginning. The exact and true phrase should be: “I don't feel the same as I
used to at the beginning”.

II.

Romantic love changes, but its quality remains
A. The romantic dimension of love can last many years, but it changes in how it
is felt and how it is shown.
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B. It is like the course of a river: the water changes, but it keeps being the same
river

III.

Love is much more than a feeling
A. Romantic love is essential for the proper growth of relationships, but not the
only one.

B. The other dimensions of love:
i.

Love is friendship. The center of gravity lies in the “we”

ii.

Love is self- giving. The center of gravity lies in the “you”

iii.

Love is affection. A mysterious sense of mutual belonging
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